
Music with the Makey 
Makey 

 

MATERIALS NEEDED GOALS 
 

1. Makey  

2. Laptop 

3. Looping app 

4. Parts for the instrument 

 

1. Build an instrument using the     

makey makey 

2. Learn about electronics in the     

music industry 

3. Learn about the physics of music 

4. Compose a Song 

 

Intro 

In the music industry Science, Technology, Engineering and Math are a part of every              

aspect of the production process. When a singer like Adele starts to record a song, a                

sound engineer sits behind the recording studio glass and controls every aspect of the              

song with a knowledge of physics, technology, and music theory.  

Building the synthesizers, drum machines, and mixing boards that every artist uses is a              

massive industry, and one that we will investigate in the Makey Makey sound lab.              

Using the makey makey, and online drum machines we will make our own             

instruments and then follow up by making songs. 

Overview 

Each group will be given a makey makey, a laptop, music loops/samples, and a set of 

circuit components. After that they will be in charge of designing, building and using 

their instruments.  
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Current, the Flow of Electricity 

Electricity can be used to control music through manipulating samples. It can also be 

controlled to adjust effects such as volume, or delay. 

Circuit Design 

The way that you design your circuit defines the functionality of the instrument, some 

machines manipulate waves of sound, while others sample and mix them. Each group 

will get to build there own. 

Programming 

Synthesizers and Drum machines are not just the materials that they are made of, 

assigning keys and programming them are an integral aspect of their design 

Instructions 

Form groups, grab a laptop and come up with a design for a controller. After the design 

is complete, come and get the parts needed to start building. Once you have your 

instrument working, start writing a song with your group.  
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